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EH 219 – HONORS LITERATURE 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
A study of works of literature against the background of philosophy, history, and the arts. 
 
TEXTS 
 
Medea, trans. Warner, Dover Thrift 
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, ed. & trans. Harris & Cooper, Oxford World Classics 
Titus Andronicus, Shakespeare, ed. McDonald, Penguin 
Orroonoko, Behn, ed. Lipking, Norton 
Regular printing of materials from library reserve, Houston Cole Library, available via 
your computer.   
 
OBJECTIVES 
 
Not only in literature, but also in art, philosophy, and many other fields, “the question of 
the body” has been an exciting topic in recent years.  Challenging the tradition of 
separating mind from body, the world of intellect and ideas from the world of the flesh, 
scholars in all areas of the humanities have investigated this question.  They have noted 
that even though the body may seem to be the most universal aspect of human beings, 
historical and anthropological studies show that wildly divergent conceptions of the body 
have held power in different lands and eras. We can also see that the ways the body is 
represented at a particular time and place will be closely related to the values of the 
culture in power there.  For this reason, analyzing how bodies have been represented may 
be crucial to the understanding of a wide range of topics: beauty, sexuality, gender, race, 
nationalism, colonialism, pornography, and religion, to name just a few.  
 
This course is designed to let students explore selected literary texts, films and works of 
art, among other artifacts, from a cultural studies approach: that is, from an approach that 
examines how the meanings of cultural objects are related to the social, historical, and 
political contexts in which they are produced and interpreted. It is not designed to make 
students follow a predetermined line of thought or to come to any predetermined 
conclusion.  Instead, we will explore this question of the body in relation to literature, art, 
and film and see where our thinking leads us. 
 
COURSE OUTLINE 
 
Week 1: Introduction.  
 



Week 2: Medea,Edward Said, “Orientalism” (reserve); Medea 
 
Week 3: Medea, Laura Kipnis, “(Male) Desire and (Female) Disgust: Reading Hustler” 
(reserve)  
 
Week 4: Metamorphoses (reserve); Readings from holy books   
 
Week 5: The Divine Comedy (reserve), Michel Foucalt, “The Body of the Condemmned,” 
from Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (reserve)  
 
Week 6: The Divine Comedy, Mikhail Bakhtin, “The Grotesque Image of the Body and 
Its Sources” from Rabelais and His World (reserve)  
 
Week 7: Medieval Religious Lyrics and Fabliaux (reserve), Sir Gawain and the Green 
Knight  
 
Week 8: Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Marjorie Garber, “Dress Codes, or the 
Theatricality of Difference” from Vested Interests (pages 21-27, reserve)  
 
Week 9: Titus Andronicus  
 
Week 10: Titus Andronicus 
 
Week 11: The Book of the Courtier (reserve), short poetry of the early 17th century by 
Donne, Herrick, Marvell; selections from The Leviathan (reserve) 
 
Week 12: Oroonoko  
 
Week 13: Oroonoko 
 
Week 14: Swift—“The Lady’s Dressing Room” & The Progress of Beauty” (online) & 
“A Modest Proposal” (online)  
 
 


